
Home Learning Expectations Nursery HT 5 Week 3 – Key text: Vegetable Glue by Susan Chandler 

A total of one hour of focused learning time per day and lots of play and exploration. Children will still earn summit stamps for completing each day of learning and up to two 
additional summit stamps can be earned each week of school closure for exceptional presentation and extended learning.  
 

Day Reading 
Speaking & Listening 

Games 
Name 

writing 

Songs and 

rhymes 
Physical 

Development 
Maths 

Mark making / writing 
 

Understanding the 
World 

Mon 
Day 1 

Read for 15 
minutes 
together. Fill in 
and sign the 
reading log. 

Sound hunt – choose a letter and 
say the sound.  Find three things 
in your home beginning with that 
sounds.  Can you find three 
things for every sound in your 
name? 

Practice 
writing my 
name to fill 
one page. 

Learn and sing the 
rhyme ’10 fat 
sausages’. 
www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=YNNBHQTfb8k 

Put some music on and 
play musical statues. 

Dance together then stop 
the music  - who is the first 

person to stand still? 

Create a story of 1.  In your 
exercise book write the 
number 1.  Now collect 1 
object and glue it in.  Eg 1 
leaf, 1 sticker, 1 flower petal. 
If the object cannot be stuck 
in, draw it. Eg 1 action figure. 

Draw 10 fat sausages in your 
book.  See if you can write 
some of the numbers up to 10.   

In your packs, you will 
find an exciting Science 
project – observing and 
recording the growth 
of your own parsley 
plant!  
You have a work pack 
which requires pupils 
to observe, draw, label 
and measure their 
plant growth each 
week.  
As our Nursery children 
are still very young, 
they are learning to 
measure using ‘non-
standard’ tools 
including their hand 
span, fingers, blocks 
and other objects. They 
may compare using the 
language of size and 
say things like ‘bigger, 
smaller, shorter, taller, 
wider, heavier, lighter.’  
For this reason, it is not 
yet appropriate to use 
a ruler to measure 
length with Nursery 
aged children.  They 
first need to learn that 
we measure using 
‘standard units’ – in 
this case cubes. 
Support your child to 
stack the cubes and 
count how many cubes 
high their plant has 
grown.  

Tues 
Day 2 

Read for 15 
minutes 
together. Fill in 
and sign the 
reading log. 

Play any ‘Phase 1’ games on 
Phonics Play.  
www.phonicsplay.co.uk 

 

Practice 
writing my 
name to fill 
one page. 

Learn and sing the 
rhyme ‘Pat-a-cake’.  
www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=H2mYcLu93K4 

Learn the clapping rhyme 
for ‘Pat-a-cake’ with 
someone in your family. 
www.youtube.com/watch
?v=yULp0Vnzblc 

Create a story of 2.  In your 
exercise book write the 
number 2. Now draw or glue 
in 2 objects. Key question: 
How many are you looking 
for? Show me with fingers. 

 
Make a picture with dried 
pasta, pulses, rice, seeds or 
dried herbs. These can be 
mixed with glue or paint to 
make pictures or just patterns. 

Wed 
Day 3 

Read for 15 
minutes 
together. Fill in 
and sign the 
reading log. 

Sock puppet game.  Put a sock on 
your hand and make it ‘talk’.  
‘Socky Snake’ likes to remember 
things beginning with the same 
sound.  Name three things 
beginning with the same sound 
and ask your child to guess the 
sound. Eg ant, avocado, alien. 

Practice 
writing my 
name to fill 
one page. 

Listen to the 
‘Vegetable song’ by 
Singing Walrus! 
www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=RE5tvaveVak 
Which vegetables are 
your favourites?  

Build a ‘scrap person’ 
using a cardboard roll and 
recycling, sticky tape, glue 
and scissors. 
www.bbc.co.uk/tiny-
happy-people/building-
scrap-people/zm3d8xs 

Create a story of 3. In your 
exercise book write the 
number 3. Now draw or 
collect and glue in 3 objects. 
Key question: 
Tell me about these things 
you’ve collected or drawn?  

Make ‘vegetable glue’ using 
cornflour, mixed with water 
and some green food 
colouring. Add some peas for 
effect and enjoy exploring 
making marks and patterns. 

Thur 
Day 4 

Read for 15 
minutes 
together. Fill in 
and sign the 
reading log. 

Play ‘Simon says’ using positional 
language:  under, behind, on top, 
in front, top, bottom, over, next 
to, above, below.  Eg Simon says, 
stand next to something smaller 
than you.  

Practice 
writing my 
name to fill 
one page. 

Sing ‘Here we go 
round the mulberry 
bush’.  
www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=LjlwUnVXQ4U 

Fold, make and decorate 
paper planes together.  Go 
outside and throw them 
taking turns.  Measure the 
distance they flew in 
footsteps. 

Create a story of 4. In your 
exercise book write the 
number 4. Now draw or 
collect and glue in 4 objects. 
Key question: Do you need 
anymore? Why not? 

Trace the handprints of 
everyone in your family. How 
much bigger have they grown 
because of ‘vegetable glue’? 
Measure their handspan using 
multilink cubes.   

Fri 
Day 5 

 

Read for 15 
minutes 
together. Fill in 
and sign the 
reading log. 

 Play ‘What’s missing.’ Take out 
five of your child’s toys and lay 
them on the floor. Ask your child 
to close their eyes.  Remove a 
toy. When they open their eyes, 
can they guess which one is 
missing?  

Practice 
writing my 
name to fill 
one page. 

Sing ‘The Bear Went Over 
the Mountain’. 
www.bbc.co.uk/teach/sc
hool-radio/nursery-
rhymes-the-bear-went-
over-the-
mountain/zmssmfr 

Make and play 
‘homemade skittles’ You 
could use rolled-up socks 
as the ball, and empty 
plastic bottles or toilet roll 
tubes as the skittles. 

Create a story of 5. In your 
exercise book write the 
number 5. Now draw or 
collect and glue in 5 objects. 
Key question: 
Have you got enough? How 
do you know?  

Use your colouring pencils / 
pens to draw all the vegetables 
in your fridge today. Can you 
name them all?  Write their 
names using your mark 
making.  

Sat 
Day 6 

Read for 15 
minutes 
together. Fill in 
and sign the 
reading log. 

Play ‘opposites game’.  You say a 
word and your child says the 
opposite Eg  big – small, long – 
short, fast – slow, heavy – light, 
open – closed, wet – dry  

Practice 
writing my 
name to fill 
one page. 

Listen to ‘I Am Hungry’ 
read by Michael 
Rosen. What could 
you eat? 
www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=nmToXQzon5A 

Use a one-minute timer 
(on your phone).  How 
many blocks / multilink 
can you stack in one 
minute? Count and check. 

Sing ‘Days of the week’ song 
 www.youtube.com/watch?v
=HtQcnZ2JWsY 
What day is it today? What 
day will it be tomorrow? 

If you can, do some painting 
outside using brushes 
(including decorator’s brushes 
and water) or draw with 
chalks.  Draw shapes, patterns 
and your name.  

Sun 
Day 7 

Read for 15 
minutes 
together. Fill in 
and sign the 
reading log. 

Reflect on the week. Have a 
family ‘circle time’ and all share 
“I worked hard when I…” Eg 
finished my home learning, tidied 
my toys, helped set the table.  

Practice 
name 
writing to 
fill a page. 

Sing ‘Little Peter Rabbit’. 
www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=7iIRpmxkmGE&list=P
LjT4XhijakZiqAV_QjFd-
8nV5CuO5Rpnz&index=2 

Find and stick different 
colour paper in spots or 
strips to make a repeating 
pattern in your book.  
What is your pattern?  

Play ‘finish the pattern’. Say 
a simple repeating pattern 
for your child. Ask them to 
say what comes next.  Eg  
red, blue, red, blue, red..  

Discuss and draw:  Three foods 
I love! Three foods I don’t like. 
Draw and label them in your 
book using your mark making..   
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Home Learning Expectations Nursery HT 5 Week 4 – Key Text:  Handa’s Surprise by Eileen Browne 

Day 
Reading & name 

writing 

Speaking & Listening 
Games 

 

Songs and rhymes 
Physical 

Development 
Maths 

Mark making / writing 
 

Understanding the 
World 

Mon 
Day 1 

Read for 15 minutes 
together. Fill in and sign the 
reading log. 
 
Practice writing my name to 
fill one page. 
 

Play ‘Did I get it?’ Ask the child to 
tell you what you should say. You 
may ask the child to tell you what 
sentence you should say. After 
you say what the child told you 
to say, their  job is to tell you if 
you said it exactly the way. Eg, if 
the child asked you to say, “Keys 
in the box”, you would say, “Keys 
in the shoe”, followed by the 
question “Did I get it?” The child 
should respond by saying “No.” 

Practice writing my name to fill one 
page. 
 
 
Listen to the story ‘Handa’s 
Surprise’ by Eileen Browne. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocnR
Qi89nK8 

Make yourself a delicious 
snack by chopping some 
fruit or spreading butter / 
jam / marmite onto some 
bread. Cut your bread in 
half and pour yourself 
water from a jug.  

Create a story of 6. In your 
exercise book write the 
number 6. Now draw or collect 
and glue in 6 objects. Key 
question: 
Have you got too many?  How 
do you know? 

Draw / write a shopping list of all 
the fruits in Handa’s basket.  On 
your next trip to the shops see if 
you can find them all.  Perhaps 
you can buy one of them to try at 
home.  

Tips for completing our 
science project on 
growing parsley: 

• Use the vocabulary 
for the parts of the 
plant when talking 
about its growth. Eg 
Let’s add a bit of 
water to the soil so 
the roots can absorb 
it.  

• Use cubes to 
measure – not the 
ruler! 

• Write down what 
your child says about 
their plant growth. 
Encourage them to 
speak in full 
sentences and use 
the scientific 
vocabulary so they 
learn new words. 

• Model your own 
excitement and 
curiosity about how 
the plant is growing. 

• Don’t insist your 
child ‘copy’ your 
writing. Allow them 
to draw and mark 
make when labelling 
their plant. ‘Copy 
writing’ teaches 
children there is a 
‘right’ and ‘wrong’ 
way to write letters 
and will stifle their 
motivation to write 
on their own.  

 

Tues 
Day 2 

Read for 15 minutes 
together. Fill in and sign the 
reading log. 
 
Practice writing my name to 
fill one page. 

How might Handa feel when she 
discovers all her fruit has been 
stolen? Learn the signs for 
feelings with Singing Hands. How 
do you feel today?  
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EfrJ
riE5Hwg 

Listen to the poem “A Little Bit of 
Food” performed by poet Jospeh 
Coelho.  (from 00.42) 
https://vimeo.com/129660270 

Cut out the fruits from the 
story Handa’s Surprise. 
Write their names next to 
it using your mark making.  

Create a story of 7. In your 
exercise book write the 
number 7. Now draw or collect 
and glue in 7 objects. Key 
question: 
How many are you looking for? 
Show me with your fingers? 

Do a survey – ask everyone in 
your house what their favourite 
fruit is.  Record your ideas by 
drawing them and writing your 
family member’s name next to 
the fruit.  

Wed 
Day 3 

Read for 15 minutes 
together. Fill in and sign the 
reading log. 
 
Practice writing my name to 
fill one page. 

Find some fruits and vegetables 
in your home.  Make us some 
alliterative phrases for each one 
eg Gorgeous, green grapes, 
scrumptious strawberries, 
marvellous mango. 

Listen to the African lullaby ‘Olele 
Moliba Makasi’ It is about the river 
Kasai near the Congo. The boy 
needs to row hard in his boat 
because the current is very strong. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIeM
4PM7aZw 

Do some paper weaving in 
the same style as Handa’s 
basket. 
www.youtube.com/watch
?v=e6W---m5j9I 

Create a story of 8. In your 
exercise book write the 
number 8. Now draw or collect 
and glue in 8 objects. Key 
question: 
Tell me about the things you’ve 
collected or drawn? 

Discuss and draw: 
If I could be any animal I would 
be a… Discuss with your grown 
up, draw your idea and write 
about it using your mark making. 

Thur 
Day 4 

Read for 15 minutes 
together. Fill in and sign the 
reading log. 
 
Practice writing my name to 
fill one page. 

Play ‘I went to the shop’ memory 
game with your family. Each 
person says a fruit they bought 
from the shop and the next 
person has to add another item 
to the list and say what the 
previous people bought too. 

Join in singing ‘Three Little 
Monkeys’ with Singing Hands. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mZBZ
8J1R_yU&list=PLjT4XhijakZiqAV_Qj
Fd-8nV5CuO5Rpnz&index=4 

Listen to some African 
drumming and have a 
dance!  
www.youtube.com/watch

?v=4hPCuMfMv50 

Create a story of 9. In your 
exercise book write the 
number 9. Now draw or collect 
and glue in 9 objects. Key 
question: 
Do you need anymore? How do 
you know? 

Make a family art gallery.  Have a 
look at some famous fruit still life 
paintings. 
www.wikiart.org/en/paul-
cezanne/still-life-pitcher-and-
fruit-1894  All have a go painting 
some fruit carefully and display 
your collection somewhere 
special.  

Fri 
Day 5 

 

Read for 15 minutes 
together. Fill in and sign the 
reading log. 
Practice writing my name to 
fill one page. 

Act out the story of Handa’s 
Surprise using different soft toys 
in your home and any fruits in 
your kitchen.  You can choose to 
be Handa or Akeyo and tell your 
grown up which role they are! 

Have fun learning to dance and 
moving like an African animal! 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=c7l5o
UWE73g 

On a sunny day fill a spray 
bottle with water.  Go for 
a walk and water the 
plants you can see or in 
your garden.  

Create a story of 10. In your 
exercise book write the 
number 10. Now draw or 
collect and glue in 10 objects. 
Key question: Have you got 
enough? How do you know? 

Discuss and draw:  What is a 
surprise?  What surprise would 
you like to happen to you?  Draw 
your ideas in your book and write 
about them using your marks. 

Sat 
Day 6 

Read for 15 minutes 
together. Fill in and sign the 
reading log. 
Practice writing my name to 
fill one page. 

Mirror play – look into a mirror 
and pull funny faces.  Explore 
what your mouth, lips, teeth and 
tongue look like when you make 
different sounds.  

Listen to ‘The Fruit Song’ by Singing 
Walrus! 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfRe
SbQ7jzE 

Help your grown up to 
hang up the washing by 
pegging socks onto the 
drying rack.  

Cut and paste the number tiles 
in the correct order to make 
your fruit – see pack.  

Make a sensory bag and use it to 
practice writing shapes and 
letters.  
https://teachpreschool.org/2011
/08/01/bright-and-colorful-
sensory-bags-for-preschool/ 

Sun 
Day 7 

Read for 15 minutes 
together. Fill in and sign the 
reading log.  Practice name 
writing to fill one page. 

Play any ‘Phase 1’ games on 
Phonics Play.  
www.phonicsplay.co.uk 
 

Pick a rhyme – each person is your 
family gets to choose a song you all 
know – sing it together.  

Fold, make and decorate a 
paper boat.  
www.youtube.com/watch
?v=THkUkhBt8Rc 

Sing ‘Days of the week’ song 
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=
HtQcnZ2JWsY 
 

Cut and glue string to make the 
first letter of your name as a 
capital letter.  
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Physical Education Home Learning 
 
During the time that you are at home, it is very important that you remain active to help maintain a healthy body 
and mind. Physical exercise is a proven way to do this.  
 
The World Health Organisation’s definition of physical activity: “Physical activity is defined as any bodily movement 
produced by skeletal muscles that requires energy expenditure”. This can include walking, running for the bus, 
shopping and other everyday activities that require movement. Most of these things you will not be able to do as 
much of whilst the outbreak of COVID 19 is happening.   
 
Exercise, however, is planned, structured, repetitive and intentional movement intended to improve or maintain 
physical (and mental) fitness.  
 

Expectations: 
• You are expected to complete physical exercise at least 3 times a week. 

• You will be sent a link to a YouTube video which you should copy and complete at home 
 

Work-Out 
 
You will be expected to conduct a warm-up before completing any physical exercise to prepare the body and to help 
prevent the chances of becoming injured. 
 

Warm-up: this is included in the links this week. There is no need to do a separate warm up. 

 
The main part of your workout is called ‘exercise’. This is the part of your workout where you maintain or improve 
your fitness. 
 

Workout:  
Day Link Notes 

Monday 
https://youtu.be/Rz0go1pTda8  30mins exercise with the warm up and cool 

down 

Tuesday 
https://youtu.be/6v-a_dpwhro  30mins exercise with the warm up and cool 

down 

Wednesday 
https://youtu.be/4wzoy_J3I_c  30mins exercise with the warm up and cool 

down 

Thursday 
https://youtu.be/-8o8wMgAT-Y  30mins exercise with the warm up and cool 

down 

Friday 
https://youtu.be/qGKGNzNbWjU  30mins exercise with the warm up and cool 

down 
 

Cool-Down 
Cooling down is what we do after exercise to help gradually return the body back to the resting state. This includes 
facilitating the return of the heart rate back its resting heart rate, slowing the breathing, allowing dilated vessels to 
return to normal size and the removal of waste products from respiration.  
 
If you have any questions, then email Mr Johnson j.johnson@kingsolomonacademy.org  
 
Have Fun! 

https://youtu.be/Rz0go1pTda8
https://youtu.be/6v-a_dpwhro
https://youtu.be/4wzoy_J3I_c
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HT5 Science Project 
Thanks to the continued incredible support from Emily Parkes at the Paddington 
Partnership and from Marks & Spencer, we are so excited to share this growing 
competition! 

In your home learning pack you will find a little box labelled ‘Little Garden’, a 

30cm ruler and 15 multilink cubes.  Please use the cubes to measure the 
plant’s growth with your child and extend their learning by using a ruler if you 
wish.  
 
 

 
 
In the box, you will find: 
 

1 biodegradable pot 1 soil tablet 1 seed 
   

 

You are growing parsley (Petroselinum crispum) 
  

This classic green herb looks, smells and tastes great. 
It is a brilliant source of vitamin C and is easy to grow 
in a sunny window.  
 
Sprouting time: 14-21 days 

Repotting time: 3-4 weeks 
Pick a few leaves at a time: from 6 weeks of growth 

  

HT5 Science Tasks 



You can watch The Skinny Jeans Gardener show how to plant the seeds 
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrFdhAm3CYM&feature=emb_title 

Ask an adult to help you plant your seed correctly. 

Tasks  ✓ 

1 
Put the soil tablet on a plate and slowly pour approximately 50ml of 

water over it. 

 

2 
1. Mix the water into the soil with your hands to make a wet mixture. 

Watch the soil expand! 
 

3 
2. Use most of your soil to fill up the biodegradable pot to just below 

the top. 
 

4 
3. Place your seed mat on top of the soil (do not take the seeds out 

of the seed mat). Take care not to press down too hard.  
 

5 

4. Now use the rest of your soil mixture to cover the seed mat. 

Your M&S Little Garden is now ready to start growing.  

Remember to wash your hands when you’re done. 

 

6 
Put your pot in a place with sunlight. Check the soil in the morning 
and before bedtime. If the soil is dry, pour on a small amount of 
water. 

 

7 Draw a picture of your seed pot and label the parts.  

8 

Every Wednesday look carefully at your plant pot.  

Draw carefully what you see. 

Label what you can see. 

Write a sentence. 

If your plant has sprouted, measure how tall it is with your ruler and 
write the number of centimeters (cm) 

 

9 Label the parts of a plant  

10 Put the plant together  

 
 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrFdhAm3CYM&feature=emb_title


Key words:  

Plant  

 

 

plant  seed  

shoot  

 

 

roots  
 

 

leaf  
 

 

Plants need air. Plants need 

water. 

Plants need 

light. 

 

 

 

Plants need soil. 

 

TASK 7: Draw a picture of your seed pot and label the parts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TASK 8: Watch and record my plant growing every week 



Use the same unit to measure the height of the plant. Use the multilink cubes and count 
them. 

Wednesday 6th May Height of my plant:  _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 13th May Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 20th May Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wednesday 27th May Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 3rd June Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 10th June Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Wednesday 17th June Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 24th June Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wednesday 1st July Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Wednesday 8th July Height of my plant: _________ cubes 

Draw and label. What can you see? (write what your 
child says about their plant here) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TASK 9: Say and label the parts of plants using your mark making. Can you 

find them on a plant outside?  

roots stem leaf petal 

 

  



 

TASK 10: Put the plant together – cut them out and stick them together to 

make a plant.  
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VE Day Friday 8th May  

 

Today is VE Day - or 'Victory in Europe Day'. This date marks the day when fighting between the allied forces of 
Europe and Nazi Germany ended, signalling the end of World War Two in Europe. Today, we are 
commemorating and celebrating the 75th anniversary of VE day. On 8 May 1945, Prime Minister Winston Churchill 

made an announcement on the radio at 3pm that the war in Europe had come to an end, following Germany's 
surrender the day before. 
 

Hold your camera over the QR code to find out more about why we celebrate VE day and then 

complete some of the activities on the other side of this page!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remember to 

turn over to look for exciting VE Day activities to do!  



 

Take a virtual tour of Churchill 

War Rooms.  

This was where the 
government met and made 

vital decisions that helped 
them win WW2.  

You can take a 

tour of it from the 
comfort of your 

own sofa! 
 
 

 

Design a VE day medal. 

Medals were given to soldiers who had shown great bravery 

in the war.  
What symbols, colours, dates or words will you write on yours? 

Use this medal outline to draw a bigger one.  
Top tip: Draw around a tin to get a perfect circle. 
 

Write a birthday card and letter to Captain 

Tom. 

You have probably seen Captain Tom on the 
news. He is almost 100 and has raised a lot of 

money to help our NHS.  
Scan me for more information 
on Captain Tom.  

 
Write him a birthday card with 

a letter inside to say a big 
THANK YOU for all he has done.  

Write a VE day diary. 

Transport yourself back in time 
to 1945 and imagine you were 
a child then. Write a diary to 

record your feels on this 
momentous day.  

Remember to look on the BBC 
website if you need more help! 

 

Follow a VE day street party recipe. 

To celebrate the victory on VE day many Brits held street 
parties where everyone brought a dish. There were still rations 
so they didn’t have the ingredients to make delicious food 

that we’re used to.  
 

Follow the recipe to make some potato scones. 

Potato Scones 

6 oz flour 

4 oz mashed potato 

1 teaspoonful baking powder 

½ teaspoonful salt 

1 oz butter 

4-5 tablespoonfuls milk 

Mix the flour and salt. Add the baking powder and work into the 

mashed potato. Rub in the butter. Blend to a soft dough with milk. 

Roll out to ¼ inch thickness. Cut into rounds. Brush the tops with milk. 

Bake on greased baking sheets for 15 minutes in a hot oven. For a 

sweet scone add 1 oz sugar. 

 

Create a Spitfire 

Plane. 

Spitfire Planes were 
used by the British 

Army in WW2. They 
helped Britain to win 

battles such as ‘The 
Battle of Britain’. 

 

 
 Watch a video showing how to 

draw one here.  
 


